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P R E S I D E N T, B O A R D O F D I R E C T O R S

REPORT

By Shelley Wiseman
President, Board of Directors, Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation

I

n a year marking significant
change for the Children’s
Rehabilitation Foundation (CRF),
the staff, board and volunteers have
done an admirable job maintaining
focus on our number one priority –
supporting children with disabilities
and their families.

The move to the Specialized Services for
Children and Youth (SSCY) building was itself
a full-time job. Staff pushed through, got
the move done, and are settled into their new
home. What a place it is! There is no doubt
that children receiving services at SSCY are
experiencing quality clinical care in a modern
facility with improved equipment specialized to
suit their needs. It’s a joy to see their reactions
to the new building and all it encompasses.
The demand for equipment and services
did not slow over the year. While less than
cooperative weather impacted Cruisin’ Down
the Crescent, and competition for A Night
of Miracles sponsors was heightened this
year, fundraising remained strong. Key
donors continued to support us and corporate
partnerships were strengthened. We learn a
little more with each event and have been able
to do more with less, somehow making it all
look easy.
Inside the Specialized Services for Children and Youth (SSCY) Centre (the former Christies Biscuits factory). SSCY is
an initiative focused on the integration of services for Manitoba children and youth with disabilities. The Children’s
Rehabilitation Foundation, along with the Rehabilitation Centre for Children and various other service providers, moved into
the building in June 2016.
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From Cruisin’ Down the Crescent to Starkids,
A Night of Miracles, Ride for Children’s
Rehabilitation Foundation and all of the other
fundraising activities, thank you to the staff and
volunteers who make these events a success.
CRF could not exist without the tireless hours
these individuals contribute. Their collective
efforts have truly improved the lives of children
requiring a little bit of extra help to achieve their
full potential.
Thank you to the CRF Board of Directors,
the executive committee, the many volunteer
committees and staff for their dedication over
this year. It has been my pleasure to work
with you. I am truly humbled by this group of
individuals who quietly give of themselves for
the betterment of the kids.
As I step down from the board, I don’t know
that I can put into words how much the
foundation has impacted me over the past 14
years. My life is better for having been involved.
Thank you for allowing me to be a part of it. I
wish the board, staff and families the very best
and continued success.
As always, children say it best. One of the
foundation’s youth ambassadors spoke at our
gala a few years back. He said “Thanks to the
Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation for helping
me be the best boy I can be.” He understood
what the foundation is about. His life is better
because of the foundation. It is my hope
that his words continue to guide you. Simple,
eloquent, true.
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E X E C U T I V E D I R E C TO R ’ S

REPORT

By Christine Schollenberg
Executive Director, Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation

T

his past year was most
certainly about change and it
has taught me just how resilient my
colleagues are.

new sponsor we are grateful for. The gala ran
into some challenges this year as we lost a
few sponsors due to other events in the city.
However, it continues to be a vital part of the
foundation.

The Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation
(CRF) moved to our new location on May 30,
2016. It was about the biggest change that
could possibly occur for an office. We had a
new donor wall to work with, new people to
meet, new surroundings – everything was new.
In the past year babies have been born and
new staff have been hired.

Tim Hortons Smile Cookie week set
new records in Winnipeg for a second year. More
than $135,000 was raised for the foundation.

They say a change is good, but with change
came some setbacks for us. We worked hard;
however, our efforts fell a little short this fiscal
year. It was strenuous but we worked through it.
Events are paramount to our success and
continue to be one of our greatest strengths
as an organization. Here are some of the
highlights from this past year:
RBC Cruisin’ down the Crescent
Planning Committee set lofty goals for the
event’s 20th anniversary; however, Mother
Nature played a nasty trick on us and it
poured rain.
The annual Canadian Tire Regent
Starkids Golf Tournament continues to gain
momentum and the staff work tirelessly to
make it the success it. This year we celebrated
an incredible 18 years.
The 14th Annual a Night of Miracles
gala was presented by I.D.A. and Guardian – a
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Third-party events are key to building
awareness of who we are and what we do.
We are blessed for receiving the community’s
support and for those who choose us to be the
recipients of their fundraising events.
Ride for Children’s Rehabilitation
Foundation presented by Enns Brothers
continues to grow and is always at the mercy
of Mother Nature. Thankfully, this year she
was on our side.
One Child’s Dream direct-mail
campaign continues to grow awareness and
raise funds for the foundation.
This year we once again said a heartfelt thank
you to Presidents Choice Children’s Charity
(PCCC) – a very important piece of the
foundation’s success. To date $1.5-million has
been donated to CRF and we are incredibly
grateful for their support. However, like all
good things, it must come to an end. This
year’s donation will be the last from PCCC. We
are extremely appreciative for the PCCC Board
of Directors who have shown dedication
to Manitoba children and youth living with
disabilities.

Families continue to inspire and drive our
work. CRF Child Ambassador, Willow, and her
family are an example of this. Three-year-old
Willow, with her determination and smile, taught
me that when you think big anything can be
accomplished.
When I first met Willow she was bum scooting
around and learning new words. Through her
parent’s determination and love, she is now
running, has so much to say and has a smile that
can light up a room. Thank you, Willow, for
teaching everyone about determination.
Team-work is my motto and you will often
hear me say “work smarter not harder.” As a
small office this is our strength. Our team is
strong on many fronts. With the challenges
we’ve encountered this past year, they’ve
most certainly surpassed my expectations
each and every time. Each person has many

strengths, strong character and everyone works
collaboratively to make it look effortless. They
know how to get the job done.
As we set new goals and a new budget, we must
always be cognizant that there are many other
causes, foundations, and charities working just as
hard as we do – or maybe not as hard. We are all
striving for the same dollar and the foundation
needs to keep pushing forward and be the best
at what we do – building relationships and not
taking anything for granted.
Relationships are key in our business and we
must always be thankful to everyone who
supports our events and is understanding of
our mission: The Children’s Rehabilitation
Foundation raises funds to improve the lives of
children who access services provided by the
Rehabilitation Centre for Children.

Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation staff at A Night of Miracles presented by I.D.A and Guardian. From left:
Svetlana Artemchuk, Tracy Price, Jessica Cable, Christine Schollenberg, Adell Gauthier, Stephanie Penelton,
Chelsea Zacharias (intern). Photo: David Lipnowski Photography

OUR WORK
The Children's Rehabilitation
Foundation is a Manitoba
charity dedicated to
giving children and youth
living with disabilities the
opportunity to learn, play
and reach their full potential.

OUR MISSION

The Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation
raises funds to improve the lives of
children who access services provided
by the Rehabilitation Centre for
Children.

OUR VISION

For all children to have the support
required to realize their abilities.

OUR FOCUS

As the fundraising arm for the
Rehabilitation Centre for Children,
all money raised is re-invested
into the needs of children who
access services at the centre.
The life-changing programs
and equipment we fund allow
children with disabilities the
opportunity to learn, play and
realize their full potential.
The Children’s Rehabilitation
Foundation receives no
government funding and is
100% supported through
private donations, grants
and special events.

In 2016/17 we funded

287

P I EC E S O F

EQU I P MEN T

Custom Bikes • iPads, Apps and Cases • Modified Beds
• Prosthetics • Chill-Out Chairs • Car Seats • Convaid
Strollers • Walkers • Sledge Hockey Equipment • Lightweight
Wheelchairs • Laptops • Snug Vests • Extra Depth Shoes •
Adapted Life Jackets • Handcycles • EYE Gaze equipment

R BC T HE RAP EUT I C A N D

W E L L N E SS P R O G R A M
Summer Camp • After
Clubs • Saturday Night
Events •
Bike Days •
• Modified Yoga
•

School and Weekend Cooking
for Teens • ‘Out and About’
Music Therapy • Art Therapy
Swimming Lessons • Bowling

SUPPORT FOR CLINICAL SERVICES

AT REHABILITATION CENTRE FOR CHILDREN
Feeding Clinic • Botox & Spasticity Clinic • Assistive Technology
Clinic • Bike Clinic • Prosthetics and Orthotics Department

SPECIALIZED COMMUNICATIONS

RESOURCES FOR CHILDREN DEPARTMENT
Adapted Books Library • Communication Equipment •
Programs and Services • Summer Student Salary

RESEARCH

			
A part-time research coordinator
position, focused on enhancing care and evaluating
barriers that restrict inclusion of children with disabilities.
Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation
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Willow’s Story
Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation –
a guidepost during an uncertain journey

By Arlene Dueck
2016 Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation Ambassador Family

M

y daughter Willow was born struggling
to breathe and unable to eat.

Our family spent the first 65 days of her
life in the hospital where Willow underwent
multiple surgeries to remove a blockage in her
nose and had a feeding tube inserted into her
stomach.
When we returned home, my husband Brad
and I faced a whole new set challenges and
questions about our daughter’s uncertain
future.

“When you’re going to have a baby, it’s like planning
a fabulous vacation trip – to Italy. You buy a bunch
of guidebooks and make wonderful plans. The
Coliseum. The Michelangelo David. The gondolas
in Venice. You may learn some handy phrases in
Italian. It’s all very exciting.

2016 CRF Child Ambassador Willow (centre) with her parents Brad and Arlene Dueck at RBC
Cruisin’ Down the Crescent. June 10, 2016. Photo: Ebonie Klassen Photography
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But there’s been a change in the flight plan. They’ve
landed in Holland and there you must stay. The
important thing is they haven’t taken you to a
horrible, disgusting, filthy place full of pestilence,
famine and disease. It’s just a different place.
So you must go out and buy new guidebooks. And
you must learn a whole new language. And you will
meet a whole new group of people you never would
have met. It’s just a different place. It’s slowerpaced than Italy, less flashy than Italy. But after
you’ve been there for a while and you catch your
breath, you look around...and you begin to notice
Holland has windmills...and Holland has tulips.
Holland even has Rembrandts.“

I want to share a portion of a story called
“Welcome to Holland” written by Emily Perl
Kingsley. There are many people who will be
familiar with this work, which provides some
insight into what it is like when you have a
child with a disability.

After months of eager anticipation, the day finally
arrives. You pack your bags and off you go. Several
hours later, the plane lands. The stewardess comes in

and says, “Welcome to Holland.” “Holland?!?”
you say. “What do you mean Holland?? I signed
up for Italy! I’m supposed to be in Italy. All my
life I’ve dreamed of going to Italy.”

The Rehabilitation Center for Children is
like your personal concierge and tour guide
in Holland. They help you navigate your
journey in Holland. They give you the full
tour. They are there when you need advice,
and they know people who can help make
your journey better. They make it their
personal goal to educate you on the culture,
the dos and don’ts, what you can expect.
They help you not stress about detours or

Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation
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rainy days. They teach you to be patient as
the sun will come out again.
You develop a relationship with the
concierge, you build trust and every time
you see them they know you by name and
ask about all your Holland experiences since
last time you saw them. They remember your
history and they share in your excitement
when you get to experience something new.
If you express interest in doing something
that appears
impossible in
Holland, they do
what they can to
make it possible.
You never feel
alone in Holland,
you always have
your concierge to talk to whenever you need.

It truly has been an honor to represent
Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation
this year. We were excited at the great
opportunity to give back to an organization
that has had an incredible impact on our
lives and the lives of so many children and
families.

Zenon’s Story

Gaining independence through recreational activities

We accepted the request for Willow to be
Child Ambassador fully aware that we had
no idea how a two-year-old was going to
react in a room
full of people or
handle a photo
shoot. Turns out,
she owned that
photo shoot like
a boss! When
we participated
in the Ride for Children’s Rehabilitation
Foundation back in February, it was her first
time in a room full of people. We brought
along her little red remote controlled car to
keep her busy and before long, her shyness
disappeared and she was giving high fives to
all the guys as she drove by in the room. I
think she melted a few hearts that weekend.

"I can't say enough how
important their support
is, as we would have been
completely lost without it"

For us, the Rehabilitation Center for
Children (RCC) and the Children’s
Rehabilitation Foundation (CRF)have
been key supports through our journey
in Holland. I can’t stress enough just how
important their support is. We would have
been completely lost without it. In many
ways RCC was like a home away from
home for us. We walk in and many people
recognize Willow and light up when they
see her. We always feel so welcome and that
really helps when you are in Holland.

It has been wonderful to see how she has
grown and progressed over this year. You
almost forget the many challenges that she
has endured. Almost.
We are so proud of how
well Willow has represented
Children’s Rehabilitation
Foundation this year. I think
she has really rocked it!
The impact and lasting effects
of what the Rehabilitation
Center for Children and
Children’s Rehabilitation
Foundation do is far reaching
and shapes young lives forever.

Three-year-old Willow (right) with her
parents Brad and Arlene Dueck at
Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation’s
A Night of Miracles gala. October 29, 2016.
Ph o to: Da v i d L i p n o w s ki Ph o t o gr a p h y

Zenon Horobec (left) and Brad Early work together at Cooking Club, a life skills program funded by the Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation.

By Gail Horobec

T

he two words to describe our experience
with the Children’s Rehabilitation
Foundation (CRF) are ability and gratitude.
Our son Zenon is 11 years old and his
hobbies include violin, guitar, mandolin,
swimming, curling and skating. He loves to
study city maps and is always looking forward
to the next business opening or company
merger.
Our early days with Zenon were full of

fears, walking on egg shells and uncertainty.
He connected with devices; not people.
Zenon had low eye contact and only had one
perspective – his own. We were just existing
and not living a full life enjoying each other.
We started participating CRF-funded
programs about four years ago. The Relate
Program [a family-centred program focused
on children whose developmental disability
limits their ability to speak or communicate
functionally] as well as leisure programs

Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation
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like music therapy, guitar classes, cooking
classes and Bike Days (a program allowing
children to test-drive adapted and
specialized bikes).
The Relate Program gave Zenon a reason
to engage. His safety was assured by
developing a trusting relationship with
his guides--his parents. Learning then
came easily and quickly. His anxiety came
down, voice intonation was regulated.
Zenon now reads with expression and his
comprehension has made huge progress.
The Relate Program has brought
togetherness, authentic experience sharing
and really living our lives to the fullest.
Music therapy classes were, at first,
full of escape attempts. Zenon hated
surprise. He only had one volume – loud
and louder. Now, Zenon enjoys lots of
musical interests and looks at change as

a challenge. He adds his own twists to
his classes and cheers on his peers and
accepts their ideas openly. Today, he
is a leader and a thinker. He expresses
himself openly and is willing to try new
things with excitement.
All these programs have taught Zenon
to see disabilities not as a weakness, but
with the perspective that “everyone is
different, and that’s okay.” He is the first
to point out the things he could not do
before that he now can. He has learned
to model behavior for others just like we
do for him.
Our gratitude comes from living
through these various times on our
journey and learning valuable lessons
along the way.
CRF has given us a village of support. One
that encourages, understands and supports!

Zenon Horobec (left) Brad Early and Gail Horobec prepare a salad at Cooking Club. CRF-funded programs are
focused on inclusion, opportunity and developing critical social and life skills.
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RESEARCH
By Jessie Shea
MSc, Rehabilitation Centre for Children Research Development Coordinator,

A

s the Research Development Coordinator
at RCC, my two main responsibilities are
to help clinicians with research and evaluation
projects and to coordinate the SSCY Research
& Evaluation Committee. I help clinicians
design and conduct research, evaluate their
programs, and develop knowledge translation
resources. Each project focuses on an
important aspect of a clinician’s practice, and
results are used to improve service provided at
RCC.
Here are highlights from some of the past
year’s ongoing projects:
I worked with CRF and several RCC
therapists to evaluate use and satisfaction
with equipment provided by CRF.
Overall, equipment is being used for its
intended purpose, caregivers are satisfied
with the quality of the equipment, and
equipment is helping with the user’s daily
activities, independence, participation
and quality of life. The next step in this
project is to develop surveys to be given
to families with every piece of equipment
provided on an ongoing basis, to make
sure CRF-funded equipment is being
used to its fullest potential. The CRF
Leslie Barker Research Fund provided
funding for this project.
The Director of Rehabilitation Therapies
and I submitted a research grant letter of
intent to the Cerebral Palsy Association
of Manitoba for a longitudinal chart
review project, which aims to determine
the age, location of residence and
function level of Manitoban children
and youth who have Cerebral Palsy.
Information learned from this project
will increase our understanding of the

needs of this population, and enable
us to improve services provided.
The Director of Prosthetics
& Orthotics and I submitted a
research grant letter of intent to
the CRF Leslie Barker Research
Fund to develop and test a new
wrist prosthetic prototype. This
new prosthetic would provide RCC
clients with a better functioning wrist
prosthetic than what is currently
available, which will result in increased
function, activity participation and
quality of life.
I helped two clinicians create
presentations about services provided
at RCC for national conferences.
One was a poster about a unique,
custom-made prosthesis that allowed
the client to play the violin. The
other was a talk about the history and
programs offered through the LIFE
Program. It is important for RCC
clinicians to present nationally like
this, to promote the centre and the
services offered.
The SSCY Research & Evaluation
Committee is working on evaluating the
SSCY Network, to determine how well the
SSCY Network is achieving its goals of
improving service provision to families.
The evaluation plan is looking at service
integration and coordination, access to
services, navigation within the system, and
client and family satisfaction. Results from
the evaluation will show what the SSCY
Network has achieved so far, and where
there are areas for further improvement.
This will help us to continue to improve
Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
services for all families who come to SSCY
Centre. The Committee is also responsible
for reviewing and granting access for all
research conducted at SSCY Centre. Since
the move to SSCY Centre last spring, seven
research projects have been approved.
These projects are about a variety of clinical
topics, and are from both clinicians and
university researchers. Results from many of
these projects may lead to program changes
to better serve RCC and SSCY clients and
families. Having a diverse range of research
projects conducted at SSCY Centre helps
promote the Centre and the services offered
to families. I expect there will be even more
research access applications as we become
more settled in SSCY Centre.
I am continually working on building
relationships with other organizations,
to help grow the research capacity at
RCC and SSCY Centre and increase
collaborative projects. I represent RCC
on the Canadian Network for Child and
Youth Rehabilitation (CN-CYR) Knowledge
Translation and Research Committee, which
works toward connecting researchers with
people who can benefit from their research
across Canada. I attended the Canadian
Association of Paediatric Health Centres
(CAPHC) conference in October, which is
an invaluable way to connect with research
colleagues from across Canada. I am also
connected with the Children’s Hospital
Research Institute of Manitoba, which
allows us to easily share information and
collaborate on future research. I helped
the Cerebral Palsy Association of Manitoba
develop the application procedure for their
new yearly research grant. In addition to
helping the Cerebral Palsy Association
encourage clinical research in Manitoba,
this grant will provide RCC clinicians with
an opportunity to have funding for their
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research ideas. I am also creating a database
of student opportunities at SSCY Centre,
to promote collaboration with educational
institutes and increase the student training
capacity at SSCY Centre.
Looking forward to the year ahead, there
are two centre-wide projects I am working
on that will help increase family awareness
of research at RCC. I am helping the
RCC Social Worker create a SSCY Family
Network, which will enable families to
easily be informed about program news
and events. Complementing the Family
Network, the Director of Prosthetics &
Orthotics and I are developing a plan for
RCC to have a social media presence, which
will be used to promote RCC and increase
awareness of our programs. Both the Family
Network and social media will be used to
let families know about opportunities to
participate in research, ongoing updates
and results from research projects, and how
research is being used to improve services.
Providing this type of research information
will make research more accessible, and will
help encourage families to become more
involved in research at RCC and SSCY
Centre.
These are just some of the highlights
from work I do at RCC. Research projects
and program evaluations ensure RCC
programs are using best clinical evidence
and are meeting the needs of our clients.
Knowledge translation resources, such as
information pamphlets and conference
presentations, provide families and other
clinicians with useful information about
RCC programs. Although every project is
different, everything I work on is aimed at
improving services offered by RCC, in order
to improve quality of life for our children,
youth and families.

Once again, we surpassed $1.6 million in revenue thanks to the tireless
efforts of our staff, partners, planning committees and volunteers.
This continued growth and momentum for the foundation has allowed
more children to attend our programs and receive equipment, amd
for greater research into better ways to improve the lives of children
with disabilities. Our close partnership with Rehabilitation Centre for
Children provides the foundation with a clear understanding of the
needs of children and families and allows us to direct our funding into
the areas where it's needed most.
- Joseph Enright
Treasurer, Children's Rehabilitation Foundation Board of Directors

FUNDRAISING
In 2016/17, it was the shared passion of donors (big
and small), volunteers, event-planning committees and
community members that drove our fundraising efforts.
Here are some of the highlights from the fiscal year:

Community Organized Events
A Night out in Memory of Michael Ruiz
Manitoba Street Rod Association’s Rodarama
Ford Club of Manitoba Fabulous 50s
Ellen Chlan Memorial Golf Tournament
Road to Rehab
Half Moon Drive In’s Rockin’ on the Red
Manitoba Olds Car Club Car Show
Michael Gerl’s CanPlay Hockey Classic

President ’s Choice Children’s Charity

Donation

$2 50,0 00

A N i g h t o f M i r a c l e s Tim Horton’s
Gala P r e s e n t e d b y G u a r d i a n a n d I . D. A Smile Cookie
Campaign
$168,400
Independently Owned and Operated Pharmacies

R B C C r u i s i n ’ $135,220

McRae Motor Sport’s Power Wheels Raffle
Rotary Club of Winnipeg West ChickenFest
Investors Group Golf Tournament
Dan Bell Gagnon’s Invitational Golf Tournament
Neil Foyle’s Beard Shave
Boston Pizza Fishing Derby
University of Manitoba Marketing Association Beer Pong Tournament
FuntazticCrew Zumba Masterclass for a Cause
Ray’s Nofrills Customers Give Back
CRF Artisan Holiday Market
Canadian 1st Aid Training Sledge Fundraiser
Jounot Family Fundraiser
Napa Auto Parts Golf Tournament
Forever Young Dance Club Fundraiser

Grants
Khartum Ladies Auxiliary

Down the Crescent One Child ’s

$107,290

Canadian Tire Regent

Starkids

Golf Tournament

Dream

Kinsmen Club of Winnipeg
Manitoba Liqour and Lotteries
Platinum Jets Inc.
Winnipeg Goldeyes Field of Dreams

$92,750

$82,7 10

Price Family Foundation
RBC Foundation
Manitoba Public Insurance
Masonic Foundation
MTS Future First
Manitoba All Charities Campaign
Youth in Philanthropy

Ride for Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation

Presented by Enns Brothers

$18,430

The Winnipeg Foundation
Photos (top to bottom) RBC Cruisin’ Down the Crescent, A Night
of Miracles presented by I.D.A and Guardian, Ride for Children’s
Rehabilitation Foundation presented by Enns Bros., Canadian Tire
Regent Starkids Golf Tournament, Neil Foyle’s Beard Shaving

Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation
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ALLOCATIONS
ITEM
By Archie Cooper
Allocations Committee Chair, Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation Board of Directors

T

he CRF Allocations Committee receives funding requests for research, programs, education, and
capital equipment, reviews these requests and submits recommendations to the board. The goals of the
committee for 2016/17 were:

SPENT

Restricted Funds
Children’s Equipment

$482, 723

Programs

$242,370

To continue to refine the policy and procedures for iPads, including the Technology
Request Form

RCC Research Coordinator

$46, 848

To set a policy for additions and/or repairs to wheelchairs

Specialized Communication
Resources for Children Department

$52,202

Treatment and Capital Equipment

$11,461

To review the annual request for funding made to the foundation by the Rehabilitation
Centre for Children
To continue to provide advice on out-of-the-ordinary requests to the foundation for
funding
To review letters of intent for submission of research projects to the Leslie Barker Fund
The Chair and Executive Director communicated as needed to discuss concerns. In addition, the committee
met as a whole twice in the 2016/17 year. Issues dealt with included:

$835,613

Subtotal

Unrestricted Funds

Revision to the iPad policy to address capacity options

RCC Staff Development

The Leslie Barker Fund – the will was located and it was clarified that the fund must be
used for research purposes

Children’s Equipment Repair

Discussion about the need for a policy about funding for wheelchair repairs, additions and
upgrades

Subtotal

Request for funding of duplicates/second units of equipment

TOTAL

Request for reallocation of funds designated and approved for specific programs

$21,410
$7,483
$28,893

$864,506

Request for an upgrade to an iPad
Updates on the Bike Days
Discussion about the on-going requests being directed to the foundation from DHSU
An excellent presentation and written report from Jessie Shea, Research Development
Coordinator, on the results of the parent survey on equipment use

The 2016/17 Children’s Rehabilitation Foundation Allocations Committee included Barb
Borton, Ruby Duxbury, Julie Huish, Dave Reader, Tracy Sachvie, Christine Schollenberg (CRF
Executive Director) and Archie Cooper (Chair)

Discussion about and a recommendation to the board for the annual funding request from
the Rehabilitation Centre for Children
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Together we can change
the lives of children.
With your support

the future looks

bright!
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1155 NOTRE DA ME AVE.
WINNIPEG, MB R3E 3G1
(204) 258 -6700
CRF.MB.CA

